Most readers of Paul Valery would probably agree in finding him one of the least mystical of writers. This is certainly the impression that is conveyed by the prose works. The early compositions describing Monsieur Teste, that embodiment of abstract rcason and logic; those devoted to Leonardo da Vinci and his triumphs in the domain of the practical; the later dialogues: Eupalinos, L' Ame et Ia Danse, Arbres, with their aura of Platouic dialectic; the various published collections of thoughts and impressions: all these writings seem to reflect a sceptical, outward-directed mind, a mind whose central tendencies are apparently most clearly represented by the essay attacking Pascal and by those in praise of Descartes' The same thing may be said of the Cahiers, the notebooks in which, from 1894 until his death, over eighteen of the twenty years of his "period of silence" and the fourteen years of his return to poetry, Valery recorded day by day the vicissitudes of his intellectual life:' the method here is abstractcritical; the vast majoriry of the notations consist of often highly mathematical attempts at analysis of the modes of conscious thought-"J'aime la pensee veritable comme d'autres aiment Ie flU, qu'ils dessineraient toute leur vie," he tells us'-a smaller number deal with literary matters, mostly with the technical and theoretical aspects of poetic composition; relatively few of the entries reflect anything of a subjective-emotional, much less of a mystical tendency. Under these circumstances it is surprising that more curiosity has not been aroused by the unexpected interest that Valery evinced in the sixteenth-century Spanish mystic, Saint John of the Cross.
May, 1941; and also appeared in that year as the Preface to a new edition of the Cantigues spirituels. Valery had already given a lectnre on Cyprien in January of the previous year, at the College de France. The essay of 1941 was reproduced in Varitle V in 1944. In it, after telling how he had chanced upon the old work some thirty years earlier, Valery goes on to disclaim any competence in dealing with the writings of mystics, for the understanding and appreciation of which it is to be assumed, he says, that a special aptitnde and preparation would be necessary. He was consequently not prepared for the happy surprises that awaited him. The favourite theme of Saint John of the Cross is that of the Dark Night of the Soul, a state created or required by faith, and involving an absence of all natnrallight and the reign of that darkness that supernatnrallight alone can dissipate. In his description of this state, John of the Cross has provided an extraordinarily subtle psychological analysis that Valery was astonished to fmd-or to believe-that he understood. " ... Ie lecteur tres imparfait quej'etais de ces pages d'ordre sublime put s' emerveiller des observations sur les paroles interieures et sur la memoire qu'illut dans les Traites de la Montee atl Mont Carmel et de La Nuit obscure de /' ame," he says. But the most striking singularity of the work is the fact that it consists of commentaries on poems; and here Valery's interest in the techniques of poetry manifests itself in a page or two of speculation concerning the implications and possibilities of the device in question. He concludes his remarks with a lavish praise of Cyprien, who has accomplished the miracle of a translation that is accurate and at the same time poetry of the highest order.
A consideration of the Cantiques spirituels of 1641' reveals some of the reasons for Valery's interest. The poems in their outward form are lovepoems, suggesting at first reading, as Valery puts it, "quelque ordinaire amour et je ne sais quelle douce aventure pastorale legerement dessinee par Ie poete en termes comme furtifs et parfois mystcrieux"; they do not reveal immediately their secondary meaning, which is mystical. They do, however, convey with extraordinary intensity an impression of confident joy and tenderness; and above all, they are highly effective as poetry. Here is the opening (antique of the first poem:
Racine himself has nothing more subtly melodious. The Cantiques in their entirety certainly represent one of the high points of French poetry. The sustained nature of the lyricism, the high poetic tension maintained throughout, was doubtless what most attracted the attention of Valery, who has been accused of being even more interested in the theory of poetry than in poetry. ' InBuenced as he was by Poe's theories, 7 he tended to fmd most poetry (including his own) highly unsatisfactory in that it consisted at best of a series of lyrical moments, each all too brief and precarious, and isolated from the others by "prose." And even the moments of true lyricism were apt to disappoint in that they were too patently the products of mere chance. Valery's poetic ideal, an ideal impossible of realization, would undoubtedly have involved a sustained poetic utterance, an uninterrupted lyrical Bow that would in all its moments be under the complete control of the poet. It would consist oflines not "given" by chance or inspiration (Valery would have liked to outlaw mere inspiration) but sought for and "found" by the controlling intellect of the poet (in practice, of course, Valery has to admit chance and inspiration). The Cantiques spiritue!s undoubtedly represented in Valery's eyes at the very least something approaching that ideal, and it is interesting to note that h e stresses Cyprien's avowal that the Cantiques had cost him much labour.
The interest from the purely literary viewpoint of the commentaries, while less than that of the poems themselves, is still considerable; and Valery undoubtedly read them all very attentively. B What interested him most here, as we have seen, was the description and analysis of certain mental processes, in particular the account of the "Dark Night of the Sou!." This, as Saint John of the Cross describes it, is an ascetic discipline or purgation, in which the mind shuts itself off from the ordinary modes of cognition and ascends as if by a ladder to the knowledge of God. This adventure of the soul. which is arduous and terrible while it lasts but happy in its outcome, is accomplished in three stages or "Nights." The flrst is the Night of the Senses, in which the soul divests itself of all sensory knowledge. The second Night is a purgation of the " inner apperceptions" of the imagination and memory; it is said to be darker than the flrst Night. The third Night, the darkest of all, is the Night of Faith, which precedes and announces the Dawn, or knowledge of God. Here, in outline, was a psychological "research" programme or method of no small theoretical interest to Valery, as anyone who has perused the innumerable analyses of states of consciousness in the Cahiers will realize.
It was in 194I, the period of his renewed interest in Cyprien, that Valery brought ont a new collective edition of his poetry containing a number of previously unpublished "Pieces diverses de toute epoque.'" One of these "new" poems attracts attention by its somewhat peculiar and unusual resonance. This is the sonnet "L' Oiseau cruel .... ": all that was to ashes? And what is the connection between this bird and the face, presumably of the beloved, to which the poet turns in refusal of the young day? Is this merely a love poem, commemorating the romantic commonplace of a night oflove accompanied by the singing of a nightingale? These questions are at least partially answered (and many new ones arise), when we compare the text of this sonnet with certain passages in Cyprien.
In And the E'Cposition has this to say of the consuming Flame: "Cette lIamme est l'amour de Dieu deja parfait en !'inne, lequella tient deja consommee et transformee en soi" (I, 590 One would naturally assume that the Cahiers of the period would provide a definite answer to this question. Surely an intellectual event capable of being recalled so vividly after thirty years would have left some trace in the notebooks. But the Cahiers are strangely silent on the subject. Nowhere, in the thousands of entries that go from the years I906 to I922, is there any mention of John of the Cross or of Cyprien, nor any unequivocal evidence of the fact that Valery was even aware of their existence." And so we are thrown back upon the internal evidence of the poems themselves.
And first and foremost, of course, we turn to La Jetme Parque, the 500-line poem (Valery's longest) which is generally considered to be the poet's masterpiece (even though few claim to be able to understand it) and which was the immediate result of the return to poerry. We are fairly well documented on this latter event, thanks to letters Valery wrote to friends and to one or two entries in the Cailiers." In 19I2 or I913,16 as a result of a request by La Nouvelle RevlIefran,aise that he assemble the early poems written before the "period of silence," Valery felt a renewed interest in poety and began La J eune Parque. The poem was not published until 19I7,17 and, we gather, underwent many modifications between the original conception and the fmal version. It is difficult to give in brief space an adequate description of La Jetme Parque ("The Young Parca or Fate"); to analyse it in all its aspects might well require hundreds of pages. In form it is the interior monologue of a young woman who, having awakened and risen from her bed, finds herself surrounded by dark night. She is vaguely aware of a weeping, of dimly distant stars, and of an obscure sense of guilt; her body, revealed by the movement of a hand and by the leaf-like flutter of her heart, is experienced as a foreign or "other" presence; and she hears only the reproachful murmuring of a sea (which may be the roaring of the river of her own blood). Memories assail her: ftrst of a serpent who bit her and whose bite was somehow welcome and precious, then of another "harmonious" young girl, her own former self, who is intimately connected with the serpent and who allowed herself to be lulled by him to sleep only to awake as the young Parca of the beginning of the poem, which thus takes on an involuted and "cyclic" aspect. After undergoing the inner experience of the memories, which in the system of the poem seems to occupy the space of a night but which actually could be conceived as momentary flashes, the alert and watchfUl girl accepts and welcomes the rising sun. The basic conceptual elements of the work are the contrast between the tense and self-possessed young Parca and the other natural and yielding self that lurks suppressed within her; and the contrast between the world of abandoned sleep, memory, and dream on the one hand and the world of alert wakefulness and conscious control on the other. Valery is dealing here in the terms of the poetic imagination with an experience to which he reverts time and time again in theoretical terms in the Cahiers: the mysterious, indefinable, "mystical" experience of conscious unwareness of the self and of an "other."" Even from this bare outline it is of course obvious that the Valery poem is something very different from the Cantiques spirituels. The formal similarities are superficial and could be quite accidental. In both cases we are dealing with "dramatic monologues," but whereas the Cantiques are descriptive-narrative, La Jeune Parque is dynamic "stream of consciousness" (it is true, however, that the "events" narrated in the Cantiques arc descriptive of an inner state of the soul, but it is a static state). No less than the Bride of the Ca1ltiques, the young Parca can be taken as a figuration of the Soul,20 but she is a very different kind of Soul: a haughty, autonomous, tense Soul, without any of the calm and joyous docility of the Bride. The latter's song is expressive of the calm bliss experienced in the union with the Beloved, and the arduous and terrible experiences of the Dark Night are things of the past; the young Parca is portrayed in the midst of the darkness of night. Unlike her happier sister, she is met by no solicitous Lover; indeed it is clear that she regards the experience of love as an r86 w. T. E. KENNETT unworthy succumbing, a degradation. The Devil is entirely absent from the Cantiques and is barely mentioned in the commentaries, where we are put on guard against his wiles; in the Valery poem the Serpent emerges time and time again from his caverns.
In spite of these and other divergences I am strongly of the opinion that the Cantiques spirituels and their commentaries provided the original inspiration for La Jeune Parque, and suggested a whole set of themes and images incorporated in it and in subsequent poems: above all the theme of the Dark Night.
It is necessary to keep in mind that the Dark Night of John of the Cross is not literally night, but a concentrating and disciplining of the mind or soul, which thereby "finds" both itself and God. 21 An analogous method in the secular realm is to be found in Descartes' rejection of the sensory data: it is perhaps significant that John of the Cross was translated into French in the period of Descartes' activity. Valery himself had presented a sort of "Dark Night" twenty years before La Jeune Parque, in his account of Monsieur Teste CMr. Head"), who is an authentic prototype of the young Parca. Monsieur Teste "cancels the living" (rature Ie vif); his most characteristic attitude is at the theatre, where he watches himself watch the other spectators watch the performance. Similarly the young Parca says "Je me voyais me voir." Teste, however, is not able to carry out to the full his programme of intellectual detachment: he has a body. He suffers through the body those "passions of the soul" for the overcoming of which Descartes had tried to propound a technique in the Traite des passions. The Dark Night of John of the Cross is made "amere et terrible" by those passions which the Devil inflicts ou the soul: The young Parca's night is equally "bitter," and the word amer occurs frequently in the poem. She has been awakened and drawn from her bed by an obscure suffering: The Serpent plays an important role in Valery's poetry; in fact he has an entire poem devoted to him: the remarkable "Ebauche d'un serpent." Here he relates with hissing triumph his seduction of the lovely "harmonious" Eve, the representative of that race of men against whom he has transferred his hatred of the Almighty: This nihilist-rationalist-perfectionist assumes many guises as he goes about his task of lulling men into the fatal self-acceptance." He may appear as a bird, a lilting forest-voice perilously similar to the voice of the Cruel Bird and to that August Voice evoked at the end of "La Pythie," to which we shall refer later; or he may appear as the worm of death that gnaws at the heart of the living (in "Le Cimetiere marin"); sometimes he takes the form of a gliding shadow," the harbinger of mortality. Mostly he lurks in the caverns and desert places of the mind. The Dark Night of the Soul is a place of great dryness, a desert, we are told in Cyprien: The alert, wakeful girl is able to laugh at the tempter, but her other Is this the voice of the Divine Lover, or the whistling of the Serpent? We cannot know.
Many other details, mostly images used in a special way, seem to connect Valery's poem with Cyprien. There are the sea-eroded rocks and the populous islands which are also the breasts of the young Parca gnawed at by the Serpent of mortality; these and the spacious forests of her mind recall the images of a Cantique already cited and the lines: -with that pride of which Cyprien speaks in these terms:
Les apprehensions surnaturelles de la memoire ... sont aussi une grande occasion aux spirituels de tomber en quelque prcsomption au vanite, s'ils en font cas au les ticIUlcnt en quelque estime. (I, 196) She is hard, marmoreal (11. I58-I59: "ma statue ... son marbre") and has breasts of stone (I. 56 "roes charmants"). The "bird that varies" burns in the caverns of that marble, however (I. I72), recalling what Cyprien has to say of another bird in the stOlle caverns:
.. . sa voix de doux Rossignol ... dIe la donne ct fasse resollllcr dans lcs cavernes de la pierre. qui sont les intelligences amoureuses des mysteres de Jesus-Christ, (I, 588) Perhaps there is a kind of humility in the young Parca's recognition of her own pride." But we must leave La j eune Parque and turn to other poems of Valery.
In I922, five years after La j elllle Parque, Valery published a collection of new poems under the title Charmes 0" Poemes par Pall I Valery." We gather than the word charmes was intended to have its erymologiea. meaning of "songs" (Lat. carmina). Three of the poems: "Aurore," "La Pythie" and "Palme," had already appeared in I920 under the title Odesl From notes in the Cahiers and from communications to friends we know that Valery began "La Pythie" before the publication of La jet/ne Parque, and that he wrote "Aurore" and "Palme" with great ease and rapidiry immediately after finishing La j et/ne Parque. The two latter poems, he tells F. Lefevre, were originally conceived of as a single poem. In May would publish "Ie Carm en Mysticum,-but under another title." Was this the "single poem" referred to in the previous reference? We do not know. What is certain is that the poem "Aurore," which is the opening poem of Charm es, contains a number of striking images from the Cantiques spiriluels; that "Palme," the last poem of Charmes, almost certainly has as its inspiration and point of departure a passage in Cyprien; and that "La Pythie," which forms the approximate centre of the recuei!, contains important elements borrowed from Cyprien. Can it be that the title Charmes is intended to convey something more than the mere idea oflyric songs?"
In a passage of the Cahiers Valery has this to say on the subject of mysticism: "Toute la mystique ecrite se reduit a considerer les mots et les phrases comme formules magiques" (VI, 859). It is possible that the poet, feeling that the word "mystical" would not be acceptable in the title of a twentieth-century work, decided to use the word "charms" as a sort of compromise, in order to suggest a mystical or magic aspect of the poetry. However that may be, many-indeed most-of the poems of Chart/us betray quite clearly the influence of Saint John of the Cross. The two most notable exceptions are "Le Cimetiere marin," that noonday meditation with its pagan resonances; and "Ebauche d'un serpent," the apologia pro vita sua of the Devil. We shall consider briefly "Aurore," "Palme," "La Pythie," and some of the other poems of Charmes. The dawn of "Aurore" does not appear to be a supernatural revelation that dissipates the Dark Night of the Soul, but rather the natural dawn to which we awake from sleep. This fact raises problems of interpretation into which we cannot enter here. In the poem, as in La Jeune Parque, the poet accepts joyously the young day so emphatically rejected in "L'Oiseau cruel. ... " His "coming to awareness" is marked, not by the concentrated withdrawal of the soul into itself, but by a bold advance into its "foret sensuelle." In spite of the fact that we seem to be dealing here with the expression of a normal psychological experience and not with a mystical one, the poem abounds in "Johniau" imagery. The exaltation and sense of progressing of the awakening from the "confusion morose qui me servait de sommeil" recall Cyprien's description of the dawn: The appearance of the sun inspires in the poet that confident advance into his soul that is "la premiere oraison" -the first prayer. 29 Having left the desert sands the poet makes admirable strides ("des pas admirables") in the footsteps of his reason. We have already referred to the many passages in Cyprien that depict the advancing march of the Soul through the dryness and desert places of the Dark Night. The poet of " Aurore" next places his foot on the first rung of his gilded ladder ("echelle doree"). The idea of a ladder by which one ascends to successively higher degrees of conscious awareness is one to which Valery reverts frequenrly.30 He undoubtedly derived the image from Cyprien: In the night that preceded the awakening of "Aurore," the Ideas, those "mistresses of the sou!," have been at work in the poet, like secret spiders ("araignees secretes") weaving "a hundred thousand suns of silk" over his "enigmas." The awakening poet breaks their spiritual web ("leur toile spirituelle./]e la brise ... "). This imagery is borrowed from the Cantiques spirituels: Other concepts from Cyprien occur in "Aurore"-the "vignes ombreuses" ofl. 61 , the "feconde blessure" of I. 78, the "col" of I. The curious use of the verb mediter in the Davidian saying just quoted from Cyprien, has an echo in Valery. This is in the dialogue Arbres, in which the philosopher Lucretius and the shepherd Tiryrus discuss the great beech-tree in whose shade they repose.
TITYRE : Tu dis que 1. PI.nte medite ? LUCRECE : Je dis que si 9uelqu'ull meditc au mande, c'est 1a plante .... Mediter. n'estce pas s'approfondir dans 1 ordre? Vois comme l'Arbre aveugle aux membres divergents s'accroit autour de soi selon la Symetric. La vie en lui calcule, exhausse une structurc. 32 The spider's web has its analogue in the Tree. The image of the tree occurs a number oftimes in Valery's verse: there is the Tree (of Knowledge? of Love?) at the end of "Ebauche d'un serpent," the plane-tree of "Au platane," the palm-tree. It is an image of optimism and hope, symbolizing a sort of bridge between non-being and being: the tree's roots seek in the dark depths of night the sustenence of the soaring flight of branches, leaves, birds into the brightness of the day. To the Serpent lurking in its branches, the Tree's swelling growth is a retort and a frustration. The tree is also a symbol of a patient maturation and coming to fruition, a somewhat surprising symbol in Valery, who is often assumed to have rejected as chaotic the Bergsonian idea of organic development in favour of the sudden and "anti-natural" conquests of the rational mind." "Palme" contains both these symbolic aspects. It also contains some of the suavest and most graceful images of John of the Cross: the "delectable supper of love" (Valery, II. as the mere repetition of the word j oms in the poem seems almost sufficient to prove.
The poem "La Pythie" ("The Pythoness") is one of the most interesting, though perhaps not one of the most successful of the poems. It is a poem of demonic possession: the dramatic monologue is that of the ancient priestess of Apollo whose frenetic utterances the attendant priests rendered into rational verse. In it, the tortured prophetess expresses an intense suffering as she writhes, foaming, at the foot of the Tripod. The Pythoness, as her name indicates, is associated with the Serpent. We would seem to be at a very far remove from the joyous raptures of Saint John of the Cross. Yet the poem contains a number of the Johnian images that we have already encountered, plus one or two others, notably that of the rivers, the roaring of which fills the demented woman's ears: "Entends, mon arne, entends ces Beuves!" Cyprien has this to say concerning rivers in the course of a long commentary on the line "Les Beuves bruyants et profonds" of the "Cantiques de l'Epouse": The fury that possesses the Pythoness is figurative of the fury of poetic inspiration. Is this kind of inspiration "divine," or the opposite? The poem reBccts a certain fundamental perplexity in Valery. As a rationalist, he could not but view with suspicion any sort of "possession"; as a poet he could not do without it! This, I think, accounts for a certain structural weakness in "La Pythie," in particular the "unmotivated" and seemingly anticlimatic last stanza in which the prophetess bursts into an unexpected hymn in praise of the holy and prophetic language of inspired poetry, that august Voice of Divine Wisdom which, when it sounds, is recognized as being the voice, not so much of any individual, as of the woods and streams-" "crucial" passage in Valery to which lack of space prevents us from doing justice here.
Of the remaining poems of Charmes, we shall restrict ourselves to brief comments on four. "L' Abeille" treats the theme, already referred to, of the "salutary" wound. The sting of the bee is an "infime alerte d'or" which "illuminates" the senses. It recalls the "attouchements d'amour enBammes" (I, 436) and the "etincelle" (I, 506,) of which Cyprien speaks. The honey-bees, or "stinging appetites" that assailed David (in th~ posthumously published poem "Abeille spirituelle" Valery has the line "Mon appetit comme une abeille vive"----<Etlvrcs, II, 1618) are also evoked in the Cantiques spirituels (I, 19) . The "Fragments du Narcisse" may be compared with the earlier "Narcisse parle," published in the Album de vers anciens, of which it is a reworking. It is a sombre poem, expressing the tragic failure of "creature-love," whether it be the self-love of Narcissus or the love of the " . . . couple aux pieds confus qui se mele, et se ment." One is particularly struck by the image, lacking in the earlier version, of the fleeing stag of line 2. It is of course Biblical, and was undoubtedly suggested by Cyprien's commentaries on the wounded stag who descends from the heights to refresh himself in the cooling waters of God's love (1, 436, 464, . This line alone adds a new poignancy and a new dimension to the second version of the Valery poem, which contains other echoes of John of the Cross, in particular the mirror-image (Cyprien, 1, 415, (574) (575) and the flock-image (Valery: "A cette onde jamais ne burent les troupeaux"; Cyprien, I, 516-517: "Ces troupeaux des imperfections de ['arne"). Narcissus is too absorbed in his reflection to drink, and in attempting to embrace the alluring image he falls into the water and is drowned. "La Fausse Morte" is a curious poem. To all appearances it is a description, frank to the point of indiscretion, of the sexnal embrace and its climax; the language, however, is entirely "
. al" myStIc :
Cette morte apf,arente. en qui revient la vie. We had already encountered in Cyprien (and in Valery) references to the Medusa-like glance of the beloved, and to the death more precious than life. If anyone is inclined to take offence at this blending of the spiritual and the carnal, let him recall the frank and explicit eroticism of the Song <1 Songs, a poem to which both John of the Cross and Valery refer repeatedly. Finally let us mention the poem "Les Grenades," the theme of which was undoubtedly suggested to Valery by a passage in Cyprien. 34 "Paul Valery,-a mystic without God": the late Katherine Mansfield's judgement, which Valery apparently accepted, is too vague and rhetorical to be of much value as criticism; but it does to some extent correspond to the facts of the case.
There can certainly be no question of seeing in Valery a mystic in the specifically Christian sense. His attitude towards Christianity is generally negative in the small number of passages of the Cahiers (from 1910 to 1922) in which he refers to it." In at least one reference to Christ he seems I96 w. T. E. KENNEIT to question the doctrine of the Incarnation. As for the Church, while he does praise "the style of its perpetual struggle against the two Beasts of reason and feeling," he is on the whole disapproving. He does, however give in one passage a curious rational justification of Christianity. And the last words he wrote in his last Cahier were: "Le mot Amour ne s' est trouve associt au nom de Dieu que depuis Ie Christ."
In his religious views in general he seems to reject as anthropomorphic and idolatrous the idea of a personal God, and to prefer to entertain the notion of what he calls the "Divine."" This Divine principle seems to be situated in the centre of man's consciousness," but the individual achieves access to it only rarely. Mme Cain justly observes" that Valery has no Nietzschean mystique of the superman, but rather a sense of privileged moments of self-transcendance. In a sense, his intellectual history was one of a quest for such moments.
To judge by the last stanza of "La Pythie" and by the references in the CaTticrs to "la VOiX,"39 he seems to have associated a certain "mystique of the Logos" with poetic utterance. And this raises the question of the relationship between poetry and mysticism. In his book La Poesie pure, 40 which touched off a minor literary controversy in the I920's, the late Abbe Henri Bremond, the erudite Catholic historian of religious sentiment in France, assimilates all poetic lyricism with religious mysticism. A strongly divergent view is expressed by Professor R. C. Zaehner, in his book Mysticism Sacred and Profane. 41 Mr. Zaehner argues an essential difference between Christian mysticism and what he calls natural mysticism. The latter, which he is at pains to discredit, may be induced in some individuals by certain drugs; it is the type of mysticism one encounters in the pagan mystics of the East and also in such modern writers as Proust and Rimbaud to whom he devotes a chapter. It is a sort of succumbing, a loss of control, a yielding to irrational forces. Professor C. A. Hackett, however, in his study of Rimbaud, insists that the whole mystical programme outlined in the "Lettre du Voyant" was based on a determination to achieve complete control, on a steely resolve not to yield to any "possession. "42 "La Pythie" presents a case of demonic possession which apparently is fortunate in its outcome. Generally, however, Valery stresses the need for rigorous control and self-domination. His mysticism, if mysticism it be, is of the strenuous variety: contact with the Divine is to be achieved, if at all, only by an ascetic disciplining of the mind. And here, as we have seen, he is at one with Saint John of the Cross. Here science and "religion" are both weighed in the balance and found wanting.
The rift between the positivist and the mystic in Valery is perhaps most clearly brought out in the beautiful Dialogue of the Tree. Tityrus and Lucretius continue to disagree as to the meaning of the Tree; Tiryrus maintains that there is a thought behind the tree; Lucretius insists that the Tree is itself the thought. There is no other reality than the Becoming. Tityrus is not satisfied, and in an effort to explain himself he says that the Tree is Love. Precisely, says Lucretius: the Tree is the biological urge, that acrid humour that causes the beasts of the flocks to copulate and bring forth new life. But this is not what Tityrus meant; and when pressed further he sings the Song of the Tree: Puise dans l'ambre, a la source des pleun .. . 44 For Lucretius, this is talking in riddles, and he resumes his rational argument. Finally Tityrus observes that night is falling and that his flocks await him, and they part.
Valery's quest for intellectual certainty was not fortunate in its outcome: the song of the Cruel Bird is too high-pitched; the young Parca's song of welcome to the dawn has a hollow, rhetorical ring. That he never abandoned his quest we know from Man Faust, his last "poetic" work. But that is another story, into which we cannot go here. 
